
 

Final Wooden Cups Mini by TCC

Wood has an innate attractiveness and is naturally visually appealing to the eye.
It has a unique warmth and character that we love compared to the coldness of
metal. When it is used in Cups and Balls, the natural grain of the wood makes
each cup unique and gives it a nice tactile feel, making the cups very comfortable
to handle.

However, high-quality wood Chop Cups / Cups and Balls can be extremely
expensive on the market, and you most likely have to have them custom-made.

After more than 12 months of passion and sincerity, we have finally produced a
set of excellent Wood Cups and Balls that we are very proud of.

The Final Wood Combo Cup set contains every configuration you need for the
Cups & Balls - standard cups / solid cups and chop cups. We even made it in two
sizes.

The Final Wood Combo Cup set includes one (1) gimmicked chop cup and two
(2) regular straight cups.

There are also three (3) solid cups, which can expand your routine options and
provide a different and baffling finale to your routine. Imagine the cups turned out
to be a solid block of wood at the end as if everything was a dream!

Wood is naturally lighter than metal, but we have tried to keep the weight of each
cup at a reasonable level that is comfortable to handle.

Each set comes with four (4) regular crochet balls and four (4) gimmicked
chopped crochet balls for you to perform your favorite chop cup or combo cup
routine right out of the box. There are also 4 additional crochet working balls in
smaller size allowing for stacking of the cups in some basic ball penetration
sequences. The ball set in smaller size comprises 1 gimmicked and 3 regular
balls.

We also made a meticulously crafted custom PU storage case, which functions
as a storage case and display case. The case neatly and safely stores all the
balls and cups, and displays the uniqueness of your set of Wood Combo Cups
and Balls Set more prominently.
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The FINAL Wood Combo Cups also offers a mini cups version in the same
configuration.

The Mini set includes one (1) mini wood chop cup, two (2) mini wood straight
cups, three (3) wood solid cups, and a storage case.

Each set comes with four (4) regular rubber balls, four (4) gimmicked chopped
rubber balls, and four (4) rubber balls in smaller size (one is chopped, the other
three are regular).

Details and Dimensions

Standard Size Set

Includes

1x Chop cup
2x Straight cups
3x Solid cups
4x regular working crochet balls
4x gimmicked crochet balls
4x crochet balls in smaller size (1 gimmicked and 3 regular)
1x PU storage case
Full online instructions

Material: mixed wood (Exterior is stained to mimic Rosewood)

Dimensions

Single Cup
Mouth diameter: 8.1cm (~3.2 inches)
Top diameter: 4.5cm (~1.8 inches)
Height: 7.6cm (~3 inches)
Weight: ~50g (Standard), ~179g (Solid)
Crochet ball in regular size
Diameter: 2.8cm (~1.1 inches)
Crochet ball in smaller size
Diameter: 2cm (~0.8 inches)
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Storage case: 30.2 x 20.5 x 8.9cm (~11.8 x 8 x 3.5inches)
Package weight: 1.5 KG

Mini Size Set

Includes

1x mini wood chop cup
2x mini wood straight cups
3x mini wood solid cups
4x working rubber balls
4x gimmicked bubber balls
4x rubber balls in smaller size (1 gimmicked and 3 regular)
1x PU storage case
Full online instructions

Material: Rosewood

Dimensions

Single cup
Mouth diameter: 4.3cm (~1.7 inches)
Top diameter: 2.1cm (~0.8 inches)
Height: 3.8cm (~1.5 inches)
Weight: ~12g (Mini), ~25g (Mini Solid)
Rubber ball in regular size
Diameter: 1cm (~0.4 inches)
Rubber ball in small size
Diameter: 0.8cm (~0.3 inches)
Storage case: 15 x 11.2 x 5.2cm (~5.9 x 4.4 x 2inches)
Package weight: 0.3 KG

(Note: The above dimensions are measured manually, please allow for 3-5 units
of error.)
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